"Then do the brave amongst them endure death, when they do endure it, through dread op greater evils ?" " It is so." "All men, therefore, except philosophers, are brave through being AFRAID AND FEAR ; THOUGH IT IS ABSURD THAT ANY ONE SHOULD BE BRAVE THROUGH FEAR AND COWARDICE." Plato.
In the north room of the Royal Academy, at the last Exhibition, there was hung a painting, the subject of which was somewhat singular. It We have described the picture from memory, and may perhaps have erred in some of the slighter details, but the chief characteristics were such as we have given. Hence his notion of " society" is very different from Quetelet's, and the signification to be attached to that writer's remarks widely varies from that which Mr. Buckle would attach to them, and by the mode in which he quotes them, we regret to say, seems to wish to convey to others. " We must not conclude," writes Quetelet, "from what I have said, that all the actions of man, that all his tendencies, are submitted to fixed laws ; and that consequently I suppose his free will to be absolutely annihilated. In order to remove any misconception in this respect, some explanations will be so much the more necessary, sinae they will throw light upon the question of free-will, one of the most difficult and most interesting questions that occur in the studies which occupy our attention, If, for example, we consider the tendency to crime in man, we mark first that this tendency depends upon his peculiar organization, his education, the circumstances in which he is placed, as well as his free-will, to which I accord willingly the greatest influence in modifying all his propensities .... As to the free-will, very far from causing perturbations in the series of phenomena which occur with this admirable regularity, it prevents them, on the contrary, in this sense, that it restrains the limits within which the variations of our different propensities are manifested .... Thus then, free-will, very far from interposing an obstacle to the regular production of social phenomena, favours it on the conf rary. A people formed only of sages would exhibit annually the most constant re mrrence of the same facts. This will explain that which seems at first a paradox?that is to say, that social phenomena, influenced by the free-will of man, proceed from year to year with greater regularity than phenomena purely influenced by material and fortuitous causes." (Du Syst&me Social, pp- 
